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          Product:pdftron

Product Version:9.3.0

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

I am providing json string like below,

{

“address”: [

{

“name”: “Florida”,

“code”: “FL”

},{

“name”: “Illinois”,

“code”: “IL”

}

]

}

where address field is having multiple objects, while converting from word to pdf document. I want to print only first object in table. Samples providing below,

Input file,


[image: image]
image1189×360 3.91 KB



Expected Output,


[image: image]
image1182×167 2.27 KB



Many thanks.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Convert & view MS Office files (Word, Excel & PowerPoint) with Cross-Platform (Core)
	Convert PDF to Office on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Code samples for converting Word, Excel, PowerPoint to PDF on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Document conversion library for Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Class Convert - WordToPDFConversion(PDFDoc, Filter, WordToPDFOptions)
	WordToPDFOptions - public WordToPDFOptions (String json_string)
	TextExtractor.Word - public boolean equals (Object other)

Forums:	Is it possible to stream word document to pdf from s3 on aws linux mode 14 lambda
	Doubt
	Can be used Microsoft Word Viewer as alternative of MS OFFCE for convert to PDF  a office document ?
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          Not getting my expected output.
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          Team any update on the above requirement
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          Hi,

The issue appears to be the Typographic quotation marks you are using, i.e. “name”. JSON does not accept these and will be unable to parse your string. You need to use ASCII quotes, i.e. "name".

Please let me know how this works for you, and if you have any further questions.
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